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Managerial Finance essay. In actuality, the activity based costing is one of the widely-spread accounting methods. At
the same time, in spite of its popularity, this.

Do you like this essay? But they do not bring these points in the notice of the top management while
presenting their budget, moreover they try to divert the focus on more luminous perspective of their modus
operandi to get more sources. However, the rising medical industry is also giving boost to the medical
equipment industry and company can take benefit of the various opportunities. Budgeting games are part of a
business, but it is the art of top management to familiarize themselves with some of the more common and
destructive forms and enforce effective measures to counter them and deplete the damage they can bring on
the business. The life of a sole proprietorship is limited to the owner's life span. Hence, the ABC method is
popular in this sector. Letter from the organizations management that is part of the annual report. Such
disparity in the use of the ABC in different sectors is the result of the specificity of the accounting method
because the ABC method focuses on the analysis of indirect costs of products through analysis of costs of
activities performed by the company which are directly or indirectly related to specific products. Ofek, and D.
The disadvantages of sole trader is the owner has unlimited liability for business debts. Let us first discuss
about the strategies that company can implement to bring back its hospital bed division in proper shape. But in
the present situation Medicaid is forced to follow this strategy to get back its market share. These include the
government, banks and other financial partners as well as potential investors. The Magic game: The manager
who is playing this game knows some internal aspects of the business which will impact the working of a
company substantially in the future. A Partnership is a business owned by two or more persons for profit.
Managerial accounting presents information for internal decision making my managers. Flimsiness in
changing marketing condition is a point of weakness as far as cost leadership strategy is concerned. In such a
way, companies conduct the assessment of their indirect costs on the ground of the analysis of costs of
different activities which are directly or indirectly related to the production of certain products or services.
When a company sells its product at an average industry price its aim is to earn high profit. Each one has been
explained below with examples. As a result, the company will suffer financial losses and deteriorate its
marketing position in a long-run perspective. They elect the board of directors, which has the ultimate
authority to guide corporate affairs and set general policy. Therefore, the activity based costing is applicable
but its efficiency differs depending on the particular organisation, the essence of its business, industry,
business environment and other factors that may affect the efficiency of the activity based costing. A
marketing plan which does not have any aspiration by marketing manager, bogus defects by a division
manager to get more funds for his unit and a warning by product developer that if his idea is not implemented
then the company will not be able to face the challenge etc. Differentiation Strategy: Medicaid can also follow
differentiation strategy by focusing on hospitals and medical institutions which require differentiated products
with some special features. The resources owned by the organization. It is the overall responsibilities of the
management team to make sure available resources are used most effectively and efficiently and that the
financial positions of the company is sound. The actual profit for the year is almost half of what was
estimated. At any rate, the empirical study shows that the activity based accounting may be successfully
applied in some organisations, although it may fail in others. Further, they must be able to integrate economic
theory with the technical aspects of finance in order to effectively offer ultimate analyses to interested party
and direct business operations for the overall benefit of the company. For example, during the financial crisis a
furniture manufacturing company undertook various cost cutting measures, but the marketing manager
stonewall during the meeting claiming that his operations are different and they are the lifeline of the business
and did not accept any kind of compromise as far as commission on sale was concerned. Now it is the duty of
managing director to use his top-level strategies to admonish these games in the company. If a company
finances itself through debt, the creditors shoulder the risk.


